ABSTRACT Traditional probabilistic-based parameter identification methods cannot operate in practical engineering systems without sufficient available measurements. To overcome this drawback, a novel augmented Fourier polynomial-based interval parameter identification method is proposed in this paper. First, a novel augmented Fourier series-based polynomial surrogate model is established to precisely describe the mathematical relationship between the identified parameters and system responses. Subsequently, to improve the efficiency of the identification procedure, an improved interval-based multi-objective optimization strategy is designed to seek the nominal and fluctuation value of the parameter interval simultaneously. Eventually, the numerical and experimental examples are provided to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. The proposed method can achieve competitive results on various examples, the mass-spring system, and steel plate structure, compared with the previous methods. Moreover, satisfactory results are also obtained when applied to a space truss structure. The identification results demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of the proposed interval parameter identification method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, identifying the unknown parameters of complex engineering systems has attracted extensive attention, and plenty of previous studies have proposed various methods. Deterministic parameter identification approaches have been widely used in industrial-scale structure applications [1] - [3] . However, to ensure a dependable optimum design, uncertainty factors must be considered in the entire process of design, optimization, and assessment of structure systems, especially in complex external environments. Therefore, the uncertainty-based parameter identification method is considered to be more practical.
Uncertainty can be roughly classified into two categories with respect to its sources: aleatory uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty [4] . Aleatory uncertainty as an inherent property of a system associated with variability is termed irreducible uncertainty, which comprises manufacturing tolerance and test variability, among others. Moreover, epistemic
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rosario Pecora. uncertainty, which is caused by a lack of knowledge, consists of imprecise parameters and an inexact model preform. This type is referred to as reducible uncertainty. Consequently, for these widely existing uncertainties in practical engineering, the technology of parameter identification is utilized in real-world system parameters by minimizing the error between simulated results and available response measurements, which is essentially an inverse analysis process to cope with uncertainties, and has been extensively researched [5] - [7] .
Many different parameter identification methods have emerged to quantify such uncertainties in practical engineering systems, these methods are mainly divided into probabilistic and non-probabilistic types. For the probabilistic treatment methods, extensive research has been conducted on the uncertainty-based inverse analysis. Fonseca et al. [8] proposed an updating algorithm based on a maximum likelihood function for the stochastic model. Khodaparast et al. [9] developed two perturbation methods for the stochastic model updating problem with terms consisting of a deterministic part and a random variable. Nichols et al. [10] described a population-based Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach for efficient sampling of the damage parameter posterior distributions. Up to now, probabilistic-based parameter identification methods have achieved rapid development [11] - [13] . However, a significant challenging issue emerges when applying them to the practical engineering systems with limited available measurements, because these methods require a vast amount of sample information to construct probability distributions or other probabilistic characteristics, which are expensive in terms of computational costs, and in most cases, they can hardly be obtained. In this circumstance, interval methods as a non-probabilistic type can be considered efficient and straightforward alternatives to quantify uncertain parameters, which only need to utilize the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) to characterize the uncertainty, especially for limited sample data.
In recent years, interval theory-based non-probabilistic parameter identification methods have been applied to various fields and succeeded to some extent [14] - [17] . Khodaparast et al. [18] first proposed the parameter vertex method, which was valid only for the particular case of parameter identification; afterwards, they presented a global optimization method for the general case based on sensitivity analysis of the Kriging predictor. Fang et al. [19] proposed an interval response surface model for the interval parameter identification problem, which can eliminate the phenomenon of interval overestimation by neglecting the coupling between parameters, nevertheless, such modifications would cause a drop in the accuracy of the calculation, especially in highdimension non-linear problems. Deng and Guo [20] studied the interval parameter identification strategy by applying Monte Carlo simulation combined with polynomial response surface models, which employed two objective functions to optimize the mean values and interval radii of uncertain parameters successively. However, this method is valid only for identification of parameters in nearly linear systems, because the mean values of parameters cannot be obtained precisely only through the mean of the response measurements in non-linear problems. Liu et al. [21] proposed a new interval uncertainty analysis method for the static response of structures with unknown-but-bounded parameters by using radial basis functions. Meanwhile, to improve the accuracy of identification, some attempts to introduce the probabilistic methods into the non-probabilistic approach are investigated. Wang and Matthies [22] put forward an FE model updating approach in structural dynamics with interval uncertain parameters based on copula and non-parameter kernel density estimation approach. Chen et al. [23] constructed a nestedloop optimization procedure to perform interval parameter identification via Legendre polynomial chaos expansion and applied it to the parameter identification for engineering heat transfer systems. Besides, Wang et al. [24] proposed a timedomain based distributed dynamic load identification method considering unknown-but-bounded uncertainties to implement high-precision identification of indeterminate models under the action of distributed dynamic load.
As can be seen from the above literature review, the present researches on interval theory-based non-probabilistic parameter identification have obtained some achievements. Nonetheless, from the overall perspective, the research on interval parameter identification is still in the exploration stage, and some challenging issues remain, such as how to obtain the computational response interval accurately and efficiently, how to construct an efficient interval optimization strategy, and how to establish an appropriate interval quantification metric, among others. Firstly, most of the researches handle the parameter identification problem based on the actual physical expression, but for the complex engineering applications, there are seldom expressions that can be obtained directly and accurately. Additionally, the surrogate model technique is promising in interval parameter identification due to the excellent computational accuracy and efficiency, however, the existing surrogate models, for instance, the Polynomial Regression, Radial Basis Functions, and Kriging models [25] , have their limitations. Therefore, the proposal of a high-efficiency and straightforward surrogate model will be beneficial for improving the efficiency and accuracy of computational response interval. Secondly, a successful interval parameter identification method highly relies on an efficient interval optimization strategy, however, in the majority of the research work, nested-loop or multilevel optimization strategies based on the existing optimization methods have been employed to execute the parameter identification process, which have lower computational efficiency due to the inapplicability of the proposed optimization strategy. Lastly, part of research work utilized the inclusion theorem as the interval quantification metric where the end condition of parameter identification was considered to be met if the experimental response interval was enclosed in the computational response interval. Moreover, the concept of interval radii and interval intersection is usually adopted to construct the interval quantification metric [26] , [27] . These methods are easy to implement, but it is imperfect for the high-precision problem. Therefore, the quantification metrics for interval parameter identification is constructed on the basis of interval bounds.
As discussed above, this paper presents a novel augmented Fourier-based polynomial (AFP) surrogate model to accurately reflect the mathematical relationship between input parameters and output responses for the actual engineering systems. Additionally, in order to improve the computational efficiency, a new improved interval-based multi-objective optimization strategy is designed. Moreover, numerical and experimental examples are provided to verify the feasibility of the proposed method for the interval parameter identification, and applied to a space truss structure.
II. AUGMENTED FOURIER-BASED POLYNOMIAL SURROGATE MODEL
Compared with deterministic framework, the interval parameter identification process involves a huge amount of VOLUME 7, 2019 interval parameters and the computational cost is considerable, which directly obstructs the implementation of the process. In recent years, the surrogate model has been proved to be a powerful technique for interval parameter identification, based on its excellent computational efficiency. With the surrogate model, the system analytical response can be easily derived by approximation, as a combination of several simple explicit functions. In this section, the novel AFP surrogate model will be constructed to predict the interval of system responses.
A. FOURIER SERIES-BASED POLYNOMIALS APPROXIMATION THEORY
If a periodical function f (x) is continuous over [−π, π], there exists a Fourier series F (x) which converges to the function f (x) on [−π, π] for any ε > 0 that is expressed as [28] 
Let F n (x) denote the set of Fourier series of degree not large than n. For any non-negative integer n, there exists a unique series
Here, F * n (x) is the best uniform approximation of degree n to f (x) over [−π, π]. However, it is difficult to obtain the best uniform approximation Fourier series. The best square approximation Fourier series obtained by using 2-norm can be used to approximate the original function [29] .
Then, the function f (x) over the interval [−π, π] can be approximated by the Fourier series of degree n in the combined cosine and sine function forms
Based on the orthogonality of cos ix and sin ix on the interval [−π, π], the coefficient in the Eq.(3) can be calculated by
Without losing generality, we consider a continuous function g (x) defined on an arbitrary interval x, x . Then, the Fourier polynomial of degree n can be expressed as
where
Similarly, for a multi-dimensional problem, we consider a continuous function g (x 1 , · · ·, x s ) defined on the range s j=1 x j , x j with the degree n j [27] .
where m i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, s) is the number of interpolation points for the corresponding variable.
B. AUGMENTED FOURIER SERIES-BASED POLYNOMIAL SURROGATE MODEL CONSTRUCTION
Based on the theory of Fourier series polynomials approximation in the previous subsection, we can construct a Fourier series-based polynomials surrogate model.
where the coefficient vector is and the Fourier polynomials basis vector is
where x 1 , · · · , x p denote the sample vector. From the Eq. (8), the corresponding coefficient vector can be calculated numerically using the method of Gauss elimination.
Although the approximation accuracy of the higher order polynomial-based Fourier polynomial model is suitable for strong non-linear problems compared to the traditional regression polynomial models (TRP) [30] - [32] , especially for periodic problems, it is inappropriate for linear responses. To illustrate this point, consider a one-dimensional function g (x) = 2 + arctan x with the variable x ∈ [−1, 1] as an example, and the Fourier series-based polynomial approximation shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that the approximation accuracy is poor even if the order is high.
Therefore, in order to make the Fourier series-based polynomial model suitable for linear response problems, the model should be augmented with a linear polynomial given as [33] , [34] 
where f (x) is a linear polynomial function, q is the number of terms in the polynomial, and c j are the unknown coefficients of the linear polynomial. It should be noted that the default order of the linear polynomial was set as 1 in this study.
Correspondingly, we can derive a group of linear equations with respect to the unknown expansion coefficients
By solving the unknown coefficients vector β and c in the Eq. (10), we can obtain the AFP surrogate model.
C. MATHEMATICAL TEST
In this section, two test functions are employed to validate the accuracy of the AFP surrogate model. Moreover, the index of maximum relative error is introduced to describe the approximation accuracy.
where erro max is the absolute maximum of the relative error; g and g r represent the calculated values of the original function and of the regression polynomial, respectively. Function 1:
As shown in Fig. 2 , even if the order of AFP surrogate model is 1 (the order of Fourier series is 1), the approximation is better.
Function 2:
The plot of approximation function is shown in Fig. 4 , where the AFP surrogate model order is 3. As shown in Fig. 5 , the AFP surrogate model can more accurately reproduce Function 2 compared with the TRP. As aforementioned, these test functions demonstrated that the AFP surrogate model proposed is appropriate for various types of problems. For linear responses, the AFP surrogate model shows the equally excellent performance as TRP model. Moreover, for non-linear responses like function 2, the AFP model is superior to the TRP model. However, for complex engineering applications, there are seldom responses that are perfectly linear or quadratic. In this situation, the AFP model is expected to work better than the TRP model. Moreover, compared with Kriging and RBF model, the AFP model can also show good performance, such as higher efficiency, structural transparency and conceptual simplicity.
III. INTERVAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE
For the traditional deterministic framework, parameters can be identified by comparing analytical prediction values to the measured data. Similarly, for the practical engineering system with unknown-but-bounded uncertainties, if a group of experiment measurements at system features has been provided in advance, the process of interval parameter identification can be formulated as an optimization problem for seeking the minimum relative error between the measured and predicted interval data on the basis of the interval bound quantification metric. where x is the input parameter vector to be identified, x and x represents the available domain range of x, m is the number of parameters to be identified, and n is the number of system output features, F P i (x) and F M i stands for the predicted response data and measured response data at the i-th feature, respectively.
As expressed above, the smaller the value of relative error, the analytical response intervals obtained under the system identified parameter x is considered to more accurately represent the measured response intervals, in other words, the more precision of parameters identification. For relative error f (x), different weight factors can be assigned to different output features and different bounds. However, to simplify the analyzing process, we adopted the same weight factor for each part.
Briefly speaking, the overall procedure of interval parameter identification in the mechanical system can be implemented through the following steps:
Step 1: Initialize the bound of the input parameter vector based on experience, and select samples based on the Design of Experiment.
Step 2: Calculate the corresponding system response at each feature with the initial samples and construct the AFP surrogate model that could describe the relationship between input and output data accurately.
Step 3: Use the constructed AFP surrogate model for calculating the system response interval, and update the interval of the input parameter by comparing it with the measured interval.
Step 4: If the updated parameter interval does not meet the condition, namely, it is not included in the initial range of parameter vector, go back to step 1, otherwise go to continue.
Step 5: If the minimum relative error between measured and predicted response data met the end condition, export the parameter interval as the eventual parameter identification results, otherwise, go back to Step 3.
It should be pointed out that the initial bound of the input parameter vector is set on experience, which may lead to the final identification results not be included in the initial bound. In other words, the initial surrogate model may be inapplicable throughout the optimization phase. Therefore, we set a judgement condition in Step 4 to ensure that the VOLUME 7, 2019 constructed AFP model can maintain good applicability in the whole identification process. Moreover, the ''end condition'' in Step 5 is given as the form f (x) < ε, where ε is the convergence factor; when the objective function is smaller than the convergence factor, the ''end condition'' is considered to be met. The overall flowchart of the interval parameter identification is shown as Fig. 6 , where the detailed strategy of the updating parameter vector interval can be seen in Fig. 7 . The improved interval-based multi-objective optimization strategy is utilized to seek the nominal and fluctuation value of the parameter interval simultaneously, which can be adapted to satisfy the needs of interval calculation preferably. From the flowchart in Fig. 7 , the interval optimization strategy can be effectively executed by changing the nominal and fluctuation value of parameter interval in each iteration process, where α is the constriction factor that controls the rate of the iteration process and will change automatically with the minimum error f (x). Besides, based on experience, the initial nominal and fluctuation values should be transformed to the same order of magnitude to ensure the efficient operation of the procedure.
IV. VALIDATION EXAMPLES A. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE MASS-SPRING SYSTEM
The three degree of freedom mass-spring system was first adopted for validation [18] . The three eigenvalues ω 2 1 , ω 2 2 , ω 2 3 , together with the absolute value of the first component of the first eigenvector |ϕ (1, 1)| are considered as the system feature responses.
The three stiffness parameters k 1 , k 2 , k 5 are assumed to be unknown and need to be identified. All the parameters are defined according to Ref. 18 .
It is assumed that the system stiffness parameters
Moreover, the initial intervals of the three parameters are set to k 1 = k 2 = k 5 = [0.5, 1.5] N /m as proposed by previous references.
After executing the procedure of interval parameter identification described in Section 4, the identified intervals of the three stiffness parameters were obtained; they are listed in Table 1 . It can be seen that the mean relative errors of the parameter interval bound are considerably reduced from the initial (37.5,25)% to (0.22,0.14)%. In contrast to the results FIGURE 9. Convergence processes of mass-spring system response and parameter interval. shown in Table 1 [18]- [20] , the identified parameter intervals derived in this study are slightly better.
Note from Fig. 9 that both the system response intervals and the identified parameter intervals converge rapidly in the identification process. Figs. 10-12 show the initial, true, and identification space of the mass-spring system, where the identification space is in good agreement with the true space.
This numerical example demonstrates that the proposed AFP-based interval parameter identification method performed well in estimating the intervals of the stiffness parameters in three degree of freedom system. The proposed method offers slightly better precisions and a more convenient Mathematical expression than the Kriging-based identification method in Ref. 18 . Meanwhile, compared with the Monte Carlo-based method in Ref. 20 , the calculative efficiency of this study is improved obviously because of the simultaneous optimization strategy. In addition, it overcomes the disadvantage that the Monte Carlo-based method is valid only for identification of parameters corresponding to nearly linear systems.
B. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE OF STEEL PLATE STRUCTURE
Fifty-five nominally identical steel plates were experimentally tested under a free-free boundary condition by Fang et al. [19] . The nominal geometric dimensions of the plates were 600 mm (length) × 120 mm (width) × 3 mm (thickness). Moreover, the nominal material properties of Young's modulus, the shear modulus and the mass density were 210 GPa, 83 Gpa, and 7860 kg/m 3 , respectively. Detailed descriptions about the experiment can be seen in Ref. 19 , where the first five frequencies were measured as the system features responses.
In this case, the frequency variations were assumed to be caused only by the variability of the geometric thickness, and the steel plate was equally divided into three identical portions along the length. Based on the measured data [19] , the thickness intervals for all plates are listed in Table 1 . For comparison, the initial interval of t 1 , t 2 and t 3 were also defined as [2.8, 3 .1] mm.
After executing the interval identification procedure, the identified parameter intervals of t 1 , t 2 and t 3 are listed in Table 1 where the thickness intervals are well estimated with the mean error decreasing from (4.6, 3.7) % to (0.26, 0.42) %. In contrast to the results (0.57, 0.27) % and (0.9, 0.4) %, although the mean error of the upper bound was slightly worse, the identified intervals were closer to the measured response intervals in the whole, as described in Table 2 . In addition, the frequency predictions are shown in Table 3 , where the mean error also reduced from (4.01, 4.01) % to (0.52, 0.21) %.
The steel plate system response and parameter intervals can converge rapidly in the identification process, as shown in Fig. 13 . Meanwhile, Figs. 14-16 show the convergence characteristics of the system response interval bound during each iteration, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the AFP-based interval parameter identification method. The identified results obtained by the proposed method are slightly better than those yielded by the perturbation based two-step optimization method in Ref. 16 , because the method in Ref. 16 conducted on the premise that the system is quasilinear. Meanwhile, compared with the interval response surface model that neglected the interaction terms in Ref. 19 , the proposed method shows better performance due to the high-precision AFP model.
C. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE SPACE TRUSS STRUCTURE
A space truss structure was designed to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method applied to complex structures. The overall dimensions of the space truss structure were 1000 mm (length) × 500 mm (width) × 500 mm (height). Moreover, the nominal material properties of Young's modulus, the Poisson ratio, and the mass density were 208 GPa, 0.277 and 7860 kg/m 3 at normal temperature, respectively. Then, the finite element model was created in NX-NASTRAN with 200 beam elements and 192 nodes, as shown in Fig.17 .
Due to the Young's modulus and the Poisson ratio of steel will have noticeable fluctuations at low temperature, it is not appropriate to employ the material properties at normal temperature for the space truss structure applied at low temperature. In this example, the space truss structure was assumed to be used at low temperature (−50 ∼ −60 0 C), and the material properties of each truss member were identical. Then, the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio were assumed to be unknown identification parameters, and the first five natural frequencies under a free-free condition of the space truss structure were selected as the system feature response. It should be noted that the ''measured'' data is simulated by providing the range of parameters in this example.
The initial intervals of the two parameters are given as E = engineering experience. As shown in Table 4 , the identified parameters intervals are very close to the real interval. Additionally, the last output intervals of frequency responses are listed in Table 5 , where the mean error decreases from (2.324, 2.078) % to (0.009, 0.0112) %. Fig. 18 shows the convergence process of truss system frequency responses and parameters intervals. Meanwhile, the convergence process of each frequency response bound is shown in Figs. 19-20 , which demonstrates the rapidity and effectiveness of the identification process. Moreover, Fig. 21 shows the initial, identification and measured space of the truss system, where the identification space is in good agreement with the measured space.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a novel augmented Fourier polynomial-based interval parameter identification method has been proposed for practical engineering problems with uncertainty, by which the unknown parameters can be identified accurately and efficiently. Besides, various numerical and experimental examples are provided to verify the effectiveness of this method. From this study, the following conclusions can be drawn.
1) By introducing a linear polynomial, a novel augmented Fourier series-based polynomial surrogate model can be obtained. It can more accurately reflect the mathematical relationship between input and output data compared with the TRP, which has the advantages of efficiency, transparency, and conceptual simplicity, especially for strong non-linear problems. 2) To improve the efficiency of the parameter identification process, the improved interval-based multiobjective optimization strategy was designed, which can seek the nominal and fluctuation values of the parameter interval simultaneously and efficiently by adjusting the constriction factor. 3) Compared with the previous methods, the proposed interval parameter identification method can achieve higher accuracy results with fewer iterations and good convergence speed on the example of mass-spring system and steel plate structure. Moreover, satisfactory results were also obtained when applied to a space truss structure. 4) The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method were validated by various examples. The excellent performance indicates that the augmented Fourier polynomial-based interval method could be a reasonable alternative for uncertain parameter identification in the case without sufficient information to construct the precise probability distribution functions. 
